Dielectric and shear mechanical alpha and beta relaxations in seven glass-forming liquids.
We present shear mechanical and dielectric measurements taken on seven liquids: triphenylethylene, tetramethyltetra-phenyltrisiloxane (Dow Corning 704 diffusion pump fluid), polyphenyl ether (Santovac 5 vacuum pump fluid), perhydrosqualene, polybutadiene, decahydroisoquinoline (DHIQ), and tripropylene glycol. The shear mechanical and dielectric measurements are for each liquid performed under identical thermal conditions close to the glass transition temperature. The liquids span four orders of magnitude in dielectric relaxation strength and include liquids with and without Johari-Goldstein beta relaxation. The shear mechanical data are obtained by the piezoelectric shear modulus gauge method giving a large frequency span (10(-3)-10(4.5) Hz). This allows us to resolve the shear mechanical Johari-Goldstein beta peak in the equilibrium DHIQ liquid. We moreover report a signature (a pronounced rise in the shear mechanical loss at frequencies above the alpha relaxation) of a Johari-Goldstein beta relaxation in the shear mechanical spectra for all the liquids which show a beta relaxation in the dielectric spectrum. It is found that both the alpha and beta loss peaks are shifted to higher frequencies in the shear mechanical spectrum compared to the dielectric spectrum. It is in both the shear and dielectric responses found that liquids obeying time-temperature superposition also have a high-frequency power law with exponent close to -12. It is moreover seen that the less temperature dependent the spectral shape is, the closer it is to the universal -12 power-law behavior. The deviation from this universal power-law behavior and the temperature dependencies of the spectral shape are rationalized as coming from interactions between the alpha and beta relaxations.